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INSIDE VIEW
Learning during a pandemic
Remote learning has become the new norm during these
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troubling times. The drawback to that is you don't get
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real-life experience. With covid 19 still running rampant
in the U.S, we have no choice but adhere to CDC
guidelines to stay safe. With all things considered, we
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have been able to stay healthy while learning on-site and
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getting hands-on experience. It has been crucial to keep
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our mask on all day, sanitize our hands, and maintain a

after cleaning the

6-foot distance as well as daily temperature checks.
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Although everything gets tiresome, we know this is
mandatory if we want to continue to learn while
physically being on-site.
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My job as the project
manager is to be Mr.
Ron's right-hand woman
as well as someone my
team can communicate
with when he is not
available. It is my job to
make sure my fellow
managers are up to date
with any information my
instructor
has,
in
addition to knowing the
schedule for each week.
I
also
convey
information to my team
that comes directly from
our
instructor
so,
everyone always knows
what he expects from us.
I
also
help
with
supervising to ensure
that our projects are
completed successfully.

My name is Luzmaria
Nieves, I'm the logistics
manager for advanced
construction! My role is
not a huge one but my
task helps out the team
tremendously.
for
instance, I take daily
attendance
and
temperature
checks.
Also, I make sure
everyone is recording
and up to date with their
notes. Additionally, I
help our instructor with
staying
organized,
sending out important
emails and reminders.
Altogether, I make sure
our team is organized
and sorted!

My job as social media
manager is to take
picture of my team
during various activities.
It is my jobto makesure
we have pictures and
videosfor theyouthbuild
socialmediaoutlets.
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My job as Compliance
manager is to make
sure everyone is
preparedeverydayat
the worksite. I make
sureeveryoneis in full
uniform with every
tool that was givento
them. I alsomakesure
the students are
caught up with every
assignment
&
worksheet that was
evergivenbyMr.Ron
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